Protein Structure from Experimental Evolution.
Natural evolution encodes rich information about the structure and function of biomolecules in the genetic record. Previously, statistical analysis of co-variation patterns in natural protein families has enabled the accurate computation of 3D structures. Here, we explored generating similar information by experimental evolution, starting from a single gene and performing multiple cycles of in vitro mutagenesis and functional selection in Escherichia coli. We evolved two antibiotic resistance proteins, β-lactamase PSE1 and acetyltransferase AAC6, and obtained hundreds of thousands of diverse functional sequences. Using evolutionary coupling analysis, we inferred residue interaction constraints that were in agreement with contacts in known 3D structures, confirming genetic encoding of structural constraints in the selected sequences. Computational protein folding with interaction constraints then yielded 3D structures with the same fold as natural relatives. This work lays the foundation for a new experimental method (3Dseq) for protein structure determination, combining evolution experiments with inference of residue interactions from sequence information. A record of this paper's Transparent Peer Review process is included in the Supplemental Information.